
On the basis of above said reports and recommendations, the SVN University has to setup Industry Integrated Education & Research Centre (IIERC) as a constituent to promote Industry Collaborative programme for the ability of a nation to use and create knowledge capital determines its capacity to empower and enable its citizens by increasing human capabilities. In the next few decades, India will have the largest set of young people in the world. Following a knowledge-oriented paradigm of development would enable India to leverage this demographic advantage.

It will forge the closer links between the industry/trade and academic faculties and their activities. This kind of interaction will improve exchange of information and facilitate to develop industry associated/related courses and programmes. These kind of educational activities/programmes are characterized by Industry/Institution/People centred approach where, the rigor and standards are maintained in par with the University/College courses. These courses/programmes judiciously combine flexibility and ingenuity with the regular features of the on-campus and outreach educational programmes Industry Integrated System. Also the teaching/learning activities (course syllabi) and evaluation process and research activities and programmes will be based on established methodologies followed by the University. This has been principally due to linkages to be established by the university with various industries (Private, Public and service sector), R&D Organizations, development agencies, etc. For this activity, the University is going to evolve several Bachelor, Master and Doctorate Degree/Diploma/Certificate courses by integrating the working environment of the industry and institutions with learning environment required by the University for prescribed period in a professional location where the students and faculty along with the industry experts get involved in academic curriculum related to functional areas of their interest.
SVN University follows a transparent mechanism for its admission procedure. It administers its own entrance test for professional courses like B.Tech. Group discussions and personal interview are taken for admitting students in MBA, M.Phil and Ph.D. Courses. Each course has its own eligibility conditions which are stated in the prospectus.

Procedure of Admission:
1. Go through the prospectus or website www.svnuniversity.ac.in and then select the course of your choice.
2. Fill up the admission form carefully.
3. Attach copies of all certificates and mark sheets.
4. Send the completed admission form along with four stamp size photographs and demand draft of the first installment fees to the address mentioned above. Candidates can also deposit by visiting our office and authorized counseling center.

Credit Transfer/ Lateral Entry:
1. Lateral Entry Shall be allowed only in the programmes where the same is specifically mentioned.
2. A candidate who is pursuing programmes from other universities can continue their remaining part of the programme from the SVN University under credit transfer provision for the next years/semesters as per university rules. The period of study in the SVN University shall not be less than 50% of the total course and interested to take transfer from other university under this provision will fill up the regular application form. The candidates will also have to clear remedial examination, if any of the papers which are not equivalent to the course of SVN University. The candidate has to pay credit transfer fee/Lateral entry fee of 2000/- extra apart from the regular course fee, enrollment fee and examination fee.
3. For registration and examination purposes, for the entire course, migration certificates will not be required. However, for lateral entry or credit transfer facility, migration certificate issued by the competent authority of university/Board a certificate issued by the head of the institute, which was attested by the candidate, will be essential.